“To Fashion a Text”
Annie Dillard
Truncated
I'm here because I'm writing a book called An American Childhood, which is a memoir - insofar
as a memoir is any account, usually in the first person, of incidents that happened a while ago.
It isn't an autobiography, and it isn't "memoirs." I wouldn't dream of writing my memoirs; I'm
only forty years old. Or my autobiography; any chronology of my days would make very dull
reading - I've spent about thirty years behind either a book or a desk. The book that I'm writing
is an account of a childhood in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, where I grew up.
The best memoirs, I think, forge their own forms. The writer of any work, and particularly any
nonfiction work, must decide two crucial points: what to put in and what to leave out.
So I thought, "What shall I put in?" Well, what is the book about? An American Childhood is
about the passion of childhood. It's about a child's vigor, and originality, and eagerness, and
mastery, and joy.
It's about waking up. A child wakes up over and over again, and notices that she's living. She
dreams along, loving the exuberant life of the senses, in love with beauty and power, oblivious
of herself - and then suddenly, bingo, she wakes up and feels herself alive. She notices her own
awareness. And she notices that she is set down here, mysteriously, in a going world. The world
is full of fascinating information that she can collect and enjoy. And the world is public; its
issues are moral and historical ones.
So the book is about two things: a child's interior life - vivid, superstitious and timeless - and a
child's growing awareness of the world. The structural motion of the book is from the interior
landscape - one brain's own idiosyncratic topography - to the American landscape, the vast
setting of our common history. The little child pinches the skin on the back of her hand and sees
where God made Adam from spit and clay. The older child explores the city on foot and starts
to work on her future as a detective, or an epidemiologist, or a painter. Older yet, she runs wild
and restless over the city's bridges, and finds in Old Testament poetry and French symbolist
poetry some language sounds she loves.
The interior life is in constant vertical motion; consciousness runs up and down the scales every
hour like a slide trombone. It dreams down below; it notices up above; and it notices itself, too,
and its own alertness. The vertical motion of consciousness, from inside to outside and back,
interests me. I've written about it once before, in an essay about a solar eclipse, and I wanted
to do more with it.
For a private interior life, I've picked - almost at random - my own. As an aside, this isn't as
evident as it may seem. I simply like to write books. About twelve years ago, while I was walking
in Acadia National Park in Maine, I decided to write a narrative - a prose narrative, because I
wanted to write prose. After a week's thought I decided to write mostly about nature, because I

thought I could make it do what I wanted, and I decided to set it all on the coast of Maine. I
decided further to write it in the third person, about a man, a sort of metaphysician, in his
fifties. A month or so later I decided reluctantly to set the whole shebang in Virginia, because I
knew more about Virginia. Then I decided to write it in the first person, as a man. Not until I had
written the first chapter and showed it around - this was Pilgrim at Tinker Creek - did I give up
the pretext of writing in the first person as a man. I wasn't out to deceive people; I just didn't
like the idea of writing about myself. I knew I wasn't the subject.
So, in this book, for simplicity's sake, I've got my own interior life. It was a lively one. I put in
what it was that had me so excited all the time - the sensation of time pelting me as if I were
standing under a waterfall. I loved the power of the life in which I found myself. I loved to feel
its many things in all their force. I put in what it feels like to play with the skin on your mother's
knuckles. I put in what it feels like to throw a baseball - you aim your whole body at the target
and watch the ball fly off as if it were your own head. I put in drawing pencil studies of my
baseball mitt and collecting insects and fooling around with a microscope.
In my study on Cape Cod, where I write, I've stuck above my desk a big photograph of a little
Amazonian boy whose face is sticking out of a waterfall or a rapids. White water is pounding all
around his head, in a kind of wreath, but his face is absolutely still, looking up, and his black
eyes are open dreamily on the distance. That little boy is completely alive; he's letting the
mystery of that experience beat on him. He's having his childhood, and I think he knows it. And
I think he will come out of the water strong, and ready to do some good. I see this photograph
whenever I look up from my computer screen.
So I put in that moment of waking up and noticing that you've been put down in a world that's
already under way. The rushing of time wakes you; you play along mindless and eternal on the
kitchen floor, and time streams in full flood beside you on the floor. It rages beside you, down
its swollen banks, and when it wakes you you're so startled you fall in.
When you wake up, you notice that you're here.
(“I put” section removed.)
I put in books, for that's where this book started, with an essay I wrote for the New York Times
Magazine on reading books. Almost all of my many passionate interests, and my many changes
of mind, came through books. Books prompted the many vows I made to myself. Nonfiction
books lured me away from the world - as I dreamed about working for Scotland Yard, doing
field work in freshwater streams, rock collecting in the salt desert, painting in Paris. And novels
dragged me back into the world - because I would read whatever was handy, and what was
handy in those years were novels about the Second World War. I read so many books about the
Second World War that I knew how to man a minesweeper before I knew how to walk in high
heels. You couldn't read much about the war without figuring out that the world was a moral
arena that required your strength.

I had the notion back then that everything was interesting if you just learned enough about it.
Now, writing about it, I have the pleasure of learning it all again and finding that it is interesting.
I get to inform myself and any readers about such esoterica as rock collecting, which I hadn't
thought about in almost thirty years.
When I was twelve a paperboy gave me two grocery bags full of rock and mineral chunks. It
took me most of a year to identify them. At a museum shop I bought cards of what they called
thumbnail specimens. And I read books about a fairly absurd batch of people who called
themselves rockhounds; they spent their evenings in the basement sawing up slabs of
travertine into wavy slices suitable, they said, for wall hangings.
Now, in this memoir, I get to recall where the romance of rock collecting had lain: the symbolic
sense that underneath the dreary highways, underneath Pittsburgh, were canyons of crystals that you could find treasure by prying open the landscape. In my reading I learned that people
have cracked knobs of granite and laid bare clusters of red garnets and topaz crystals,
chrysoberyl, spudomene and emerald. They held in their hands crystals that had hung in a hole
in the dark for a billion years unseen. I liked the idea of that. I would lay about me right and left
with a hammer and bash the landscape to bits. I would crack the earth's crust like a pinata and
spread its vivid prizes in chunks to the light. That's what I wanted to do. So I put that in.
It's also a great pleasure to write about my parents, because they're both great storytellers comedians, actually - which gives me a chance to tell their wonderful stories. We were all
young, at our house, and we enjoyed ourselves.
My father was a dreamer; he lived differently from other men around him. One day he abruptly
quit the family firm - when I was ten - and took off down the Ohio River in a boat by himself to
search out the roots of jazz in New Orleans. He came back after several months and withdrew
from corporate life forever. He knew the world well - all sort of things, which he taught us to
take an interest in: how people build bridge pilings in the middle of a river, how jazz came up
the river to be educated in Chicago, how the pioneers made their way westward from
Pittsburgh, down the Ohio River, sitting on the tops of their barges and singing "Bang Away, My
Lulu."
My mother was both a thinker and what one might call a card. If she lay on the beach with
friends and found the conversation dull, she would give a little push with her heel and roll
away. People were stunned. She rolled deadpan and apparently effortlessly, her arms and legs
extended tidily, down the beach to the distant water's edge where she lay at ease just as she
had been, but half in the surf, and well out of earshot. She was not only a card but a wild card, a
force for disorder. She regarded even tiny babies as straight men, and liked to step on the
drawstring of a crawling baby's gown, so that the baby crawled and crawled and never got
anywhere except into a little ball at the top of the gown.
She was interested in language. Once my father and I were in the kitchen listening to a
ballgame - the Pirates playing the New York Giants. the Giants had a utility infielder named

Wayne Terwilliger. Just as Mother walked through the kitchen, the announcer said, "Terwilliiger
bunts one." Mother stopped dead and said, "What was that? Was that English?" Father said,
"The man's name is Terwilliger. He bunted." Mother thought that was terrific. For the next ten
or twelve years she made this surprising string of syllables her own. If she was testing a
microphone, or if she was pretending to whisper a secret in my ear, she said, "Terwilliger bunts
one." If she had ever had an occasion to create a motto for a coat of arms, as Andrew Carnegie
had, her motto would have been "Terwillinger bunts one." Carnegie's was "Death to privilege."
These fine parents taught my sisters and me moral courage, insofar as we have it, and
tolerance, and how to dance all night without dragging your arms on your partner, and how to
time the telling of a joke.
(Pittsburg’s influence section removed.)
My advice to memoir writers is to embark upon a memoir for the same reason that you would
embark on any other book: to fashion a text. Don't hope in a memoir to preserve your
memories. If you prize your memories as they are, by all means avoid - eschew - writing a
memoir. Because it is a certain way to lose them. You can't put together a memoir without
cannibalizing your own life for parts. The work battens on your memories. And it replaces them.
It's a matter of writing's vividness for the writer. If you spend a couple of days writing a tricky
paragraph, and if you spend a week or two laying out a scene or describing an event, you've
spent more time writing about it than you did living it. The writing time is also much more
intense.
After you've written, you can no longer remember anything but the writing. However true you
make that writing, you've created a monster. This has happened to me many, many times,
because I'm willing to turn events into pieces of paper. After I've written about any experience,
my memories - those elusive, fragmentary patches of color and feeling - are gone; they've been
replaced by the work. The work is a sort of changeling on the doorstep - not your baby but
someone else's baby rather like it, different in some ways that you can't pinpoint, and yours has
vanished.
Memory is insubstantial. Things keep replacing it. Your batch of snapshots will both fix and ruin
your memory of your travels, or your childhood, or your children's childhood. You can't
remember anything from your trip except this wretched collection of snapshots. The painting
you did of the light on the water will forever alter the way you see the light on the water; so will
looking at Flemish paintings. If you describe a dream you'll notice that at the end of the verbal
description you've lost the dream but gained a verbal description. You have to like verbal
descriptions a lot to keep up this sort of thing. I like verbal descriptions a lot.
Let me put in a word now for a misunderstood genre: literary nonfiction. It's interesting to me
because I try to write it and because I respect the art of it very much.

I like to be aware of a book as a piece of writing, and aware of its structure as a product of
mind, and yet I want to be able to see the represented world through it. I admire artists who
succeed in dividing my attention more or less evenly between the world of their books and the
art of their books. In fiction we might say that the masters are Henry James and Herman
Melville. In nonfiction the writer usually just points to the world and says, "This is a biography
of Abraham Lincoln. This is what Abraham Lincoln was about." But the writer may also make of
his work an original object in its own right, so that a reader may study the work with pleasure
as well as the world that it describes. That is, works of nonfiction can be coherent and crafted
works of literature.
It's not simply that they're carefully written, or vivid and serious and pleasing, like Boswell's Life
of Johnson, say, or St. Exupery's wonderful memoir of early aviation, Wind, Sand, and Stars. It's
not even that they may contain elements of fiction, that their action reveals itself in scenes that
use visual descriptions and that often use dialogue. It's not just these things, although these
things are important. It's that nonfiction accounts may be literary insofar as the parts of their
structures cohere internally, insofar as the things are in them for the sake of the work itself, and
insofar as the work itself exists in the service of idea. (It is especially helpful if the writer so fully
expresses the idea in materials that only a trained technician can find it. Because of the abstract
nature of a given text, which is of great interest to the writer and serves to rouse him out of
bed in the morning and impel him to the desk, is of little or no interest to the reader, and he'd
better not forget it.)
Nonfiction accounts don't ordinarily meet these criteria, but they may. Walden Pond is the
linchpin of a metaphysic. In repeated and self-conscious rewritings Thoreau hammered at its
unremarkable and rather dreary acres until they fastened eternity in time and stood for the
notion that the physical world itself expresses a metaphysical one. He picked up that pond and
ran with it. He could just as readily have used something else - a friend, say, or a chestnut. You
can do quite a bit with language.
Hemingway in Green Hills of Africa wrote a sober narrative account of killing a kudu, the whole
of which functions as an elaborate metaphor for internal quests and conquests. Loren Eiseley
lays in narrative symbols with a trowel, splashing mortar all over the place, but they hold. In his
essay "The Star-Thrower," Eiseley's beachcomber who throws dying starfish back into the surf
stands for any hope or mercy that flies in the face of harsh natural law. He stands finally for the
extravagant spirit behind creation as a whole; he is a god hurling solar systems into the void.
I only want to remind my writing colleagues that a great deal can be done in nonfiction,
especially in first-person accounts where the writer controls the materials absolutely. Because
other literary genres are shrinking. Poetry has purified itself right out of the ballpark. Literary
fiction is scarcely being published - it's getting to be like conceptual art. All that the unknown
writer of fiction can do is to tell his friends about the book he has written, and all that his
friends can say is "Good idea." The short story is to some extent going the way of poetry,
limiting its subject matter to such narrow surfaces that it can't handle the things that most
engage our hearts and minds. But literary nonfiction is all over the map and has been for three

hundred years. There's nothing you can't do with it. No subject matter is forbidden, no
structure is proscribed. You get to make up your own form every time.
When I gave up writing poetry I was very sad, for I had devoted fifteen years to the study of
how the structures of poems carry meaning. But I was delighted to find that nonfiction prose
can also carry meaning in its structures and, like poetry, can tolerate all sorts of figurative
language, as well as alliteration and even rhyme. The range of rhythms in prose is larger and
grander than it is in poetry, and it can handle discursive ideas and plain information as well as
character and story. It can do everything. I felt as though I had switched from a single reed
instrument top a full orchestra.
Let me close with a word about process. There's a common notion that self-discipline is a
freakish peculiarity of writers - that writers differ from other people by possessing enormous
and equal portions of talent and willpower. They grit their powerful teeth and go into their little
rooms. I think that's a bad misunderstanding of what impels the writer. What impels the writer
is a deep love and respect for language, for literary forms, for books. It's a privilege to muck
about in sentences all morning. It's a challenge to bring off a powerful effect, or to tell the truth
about something. You don't do it from willpower; you do it from an abiding passion for the
field. I'm sure it's the same in every other field.
Writing a book is like rearing children - willpower has very little to do with it. If you have a little
baby crying in the middle of the night, and if you depend only on willpower to get you out of
bed to feed the baby, that baby will starve. You do it out of love. Will-power is a weak idea; love
is strong. You don't have to scourge yourself with a cat-o'-nine-tails to go to the baby. You go to
the baby out of love for that particular baby. That's the same way you go to your desk. There's
nothing freakish about it. Caring passionately about something isn't against nature, and it isn't
against human nature. It's what we're here to do.
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